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2. Overall Objectives

2.1. General objectives

Recent evolutions in distributed computing significantly increased the degree of uncertainty inherent to any distributed system and led to a scale shift that traditional approaches can no longer accommodate. The key to scalability in this context lies into fully decentralized and self-organizing solutions. The objective of the ASAP project team is to provide a set of abstractions and algorithms to build serverless, large-scale, distributed applications involving a large set of volatile, geographically distant, potentially mobile and/or resource-limited computing entities.
The ASAP Project-Team is engaged in research along three main themes: Distributed computing models and abstractions, Peer-to-peer distributed systems and applications and Data management in wireless autonomic networks. These research activities encompass both basic research, seeking conceptual advances, and applied research, to validate the proposed concepts against real applications.

2.1.1. A challenging new setting

Distributed computing was born in the late seventies when people started taking into account the intrinsic characteristics of physically distributed systems. The field then emerged as a specialized research area distinct from networks, operating systems and parallelism. Its birth certificate is usually considered as the publication in 1978 of Lamport’s most celebrated paper “Time, clocks and the ordering of events in a distributed system” [105] (that paper was awarded the Dijkstra Prize in 2000). Since then, several high-level journals and (mainly ACM and IEEE) conferences are devoted to distributed computing. This distributed system area has continuously been evolving, following the progresses in all the abovementioned areas such as networks, computing architecture, operating systems. We believe that the changes that occurred in the past decade involve a paradigm shift that can be much more than a “simple generalization” of previous works. Several conferences such as NSDI and IEEE P2P were created, acknowledging this evolution. The NSDI conference is an attempt to reassemble the networking and system communities while the IEEE P2P conference was created to be a forum specialized in peer-to-peer systems. At the same time, the EuroSys conference has been created as an initiative of the European Chapter of the ACM SIGOPS to gather the system community in Europe.

The past decade has been dominated by a major shift in scalability requirements of distributed systems and applications mainly due to the exponential growth of network technologies (Internet, wireless technology, sensor devices, etc.). Where distributed systems used to be composed of up to a hundred of machines, they now involve thousand to millions of computing entities scattered all over the world and dealing with a huge amount of data. In addition, participating entities are highly dynamic, volatile or mobile. Conventional distributed algorithms designed in the context of local area networks do not scale to such extreme configurations. Therefore, they have to be revisited to fit into this new challenging setting. Precisely, scalability is one of the main focus of the ASAP project-team. Our ambitious goal is to provide the algorithmic foundations of large-scale dynamic distributed systems, ranging from abstractions to real deployment.

More specifically, distributed computing as such is characterized by how a set of distributed entities, whether they are called processes, agents, sensors, peers, processors or nodes, having only a partial knowledge of many parameters involved in the system, communicate and collaborate to solve a specific problem. While parallelism and real-time deal respectively with efficiency and on-time computing, distributed computing can be characterized by the word uncertainty. Uncertainty used to be created by the effect of asynchrony and failures in traditional distributed systems, it is now the result of many other factors. These include process mobility, low computing capacity, network dynamics, scale, and more recently the strong dependence on personalization which characterizes user-centric Web 2.0 applications. This creates new challenges such as the need to manage large quantities of personal data in a scalable manner while guaranteeing the privacy of users.

2.1.2. Mastering uncertainty in distributed computing

The peer-to-peer communication paradigm emerged in the early 2000s and is now one of the prevalent models to cope with the requirements of large-scale dynamic distributed systems. In order to successfully manage the increasing level of uncertainty, distributed systems should now rely on the following properties:

Fully decentralized model: A fully decentralized system does not rely on any central entity to control the system. Participating entities may act both as clients and servers. The number of potential servers thus increases linearly with the size of the system, avoiding the performance bottleneck imposed by the presence of servers in traditional distributed systems. Such systems are therefore naturally protected from failures since there is no single point of failure and many services are naturally replicated.

Self-organizing capabilities: Participating entities are by essence highly dynamic as they might be disconnected, mobile or faulty. The system should be able to handle such dynamic behaviors and get
automatically reorganized to face entities arrival and departure.

Local system knowledge: Individual entities behavior is based on a restricted knowledge of the system and yet the system should converge toward global properties.

The objective of the ASAP project-team is to cope efficiently with the intrinsic uncertainty of distributed systems and provide the foundations for a new family of distributed systems for which scalability, dynamics, and privacy are first class concerns, and to provide the basis for the design and the implementation of distributed algorithms suited to this new challenging setting. More specifically, our objectives are to work on the following complementary axes:

Distributed computing models and abstractions: While many protocols have been proposed dealing with dynamic large-scale systems, there is still a lack of formal definitions with respect to the underlying computing model. In this area, our objectives are to investigate distributed computing problem solvability, and define a realistic model for dynamic systems along with the related abstractions.

Customizable overlay networks for scalability: Many peer-to-peer overlay networks, organizing nodes in a logical network on top of a physical network, have been proposed in the past five years in order to deal with large-scale and dynamic behavior. Following this trend, we intend to step away from general-purpose overlay networks that have been proposed so far and build domain-specific overlays customized for a given application and/or functionality. In particular, our core target has recently been the design and evaluation of large-scale user-centric applications with a focus on personalization and privacy. Among these applications are for example personalized search, notification and content dissemination.

2.2. Models and abstractions for large-scale distributed computing

A very relevant challenge (maybe a Holy Grail) lies in the definition of a computation model appropriate to dynamic systems. This is a fundamental question. As an example there are a lot of peer-to-peer protocols but none of them is formally defined with respect to an underlying computing model. Similarly to the work of Lamport on “static” systems, a model has to be defined for dynamic systems. This theoretical research is a necessary condition if one wants to understand the behavior of these systems. As the aim of a theory is to codify knowledge in order it can be transmitted, the definition of a realistic model for dynamic systems is inescapable whatever the aim we have in mind, be it teaching, research or engineering.

2.2.1. Distributed computability

Among the fundamental theoretical results of distributed computing, there is a list of problems (e.g., consensus or non-blocking atomic commit) that have been proved to have no deterministic solution in asynchronous distributed computing systems prone to failures. In order such a problem to become solvable in an asynchronous distributed system, that system has to be enriched with an appropriate oracle (also called failure detector). We have been deeply involved in this research and designed optimal consensus algorithms suited to different kind of oracles. This line of research paves the way to rank the distributed computing problems according to the “power” of the additional oracle they required (think of “additional oracle” as “additional assumptions”). The ultimate goal would be the statement of a distributed computing hierarchy, according to the minimal assumptions needed to solve distributed computing problems (similarly to the Chomsky’s hierarchy that ranks problems/languages according to the type of automaton they need to be solved).

2.2.2. Distributed computing abstractions

Major advances in sequential computing came from machine-independent data abstractions such as sets, records, etc., control abstractions such as while, if, etc., and modular constructs such as functions and procedures. Today, we can no longer envisage not to use these abstractions. In the “static” distributed computing field, some abstractions have been promoted and proved to be useful. Reliable broadcast, consensus, interactive consistency are some examples of such abstractions. These abstractions have well-defined specifications. There are both a lot of theoretical results on them (mainly decidability and lower bounds), and numerous implementations. There is no such equivalent for dynamic distributed systems.
2.3. User-centric peer-to-peer architectures

Recent research has shown that effective management of resources on a large scale, be them computing resources, data, events, bandwidth, requires fully decentralized solutions. This need is even more important when applications aim to be user-centric with significant personalization features. The need to manage huge amounts of personal information on a large scale therefore impacts all aspects of the design of distributed applications such as the management of the relevant overlay networks, resource discovery and information dissemination.

In GOSSPLE, and the other projects within ASAP, we are tackling these challenges through a number of contributions. First we are combining our expertise in the domain of large scale peer-to-peer overlays with techniques from the data-mining community. Applications objects become themselves peers (although obviously hosted on a physical computing entity), while their data directly influences the overlay links. This allows us to define overlays that directly take into account application characteristics. For example, users sharing similar interests can be aggregated to improve the performance of search, or recommendation applications [32].

Second, we strongly believe in weakly-structured networks and most of our work relies on epidemic-based unstructured overlays. Epidemic communication models have recently started to be explored as a general paradigm to build and maintain unstructured overlay networks. The basic principle of such epidemic protocols is that periodically, each peer exchanges information with some other peers selected from a local list of neighbors. Such protocols have shown to be extremely resilient to network dynamics [104].

Finally, we are convinced that we can greatly benefit from the experience gathered from both existing systems and theoretical models. We spend a significant amount of energy to find, gather and analyze workloads of real systems as well as to develop our own platform in the context of our peer-to-peer collaborative backup platform.

2.4. Malicious behaviors in large scale networks

A failure model is always considered and clearly stated when designing fault-tolerant applications. The most benign faults consist of processes that execute their protocol correctly before silently stopping execution. However, processes may exhibit malicious (or arbitrary) behaviors (commonly called Byzantine processes), voluntarily or not. A Byzantine process can send spurious information, send multiple information to processes, etc. Such a behavior could be due to an external attack or even to an unscrupulous person with administrative access. More generally, Byzantine processes can also cooperate to maximize the damage caused to the system. We refer to the notion of “adversary”. When defining the system failure model, it is necessary to explicit the assumed adversary. For example, can the adversary delay messages exchanged among correct processes? Can the adversary delay a correct process (by jamming the system)? Can the Byzantine processes cooperate? Is the computational power of Byzantine processes “unbounded”? In such a case, the use of cryptography is useless.

Considering malicious behaviors is therefore related to fault-tolerance but it is also at the core of security. System security encompasses a family of mechanisms and techniques that help protect the system from internal and external attacks. These mechanisms control different aspects of the system (cryptography, secured links, controlled access, etc.). Protecting a distributed system, partially under the control of an adversary is an extremely challenging task, particularly when the system itself is managing potentially sensitive personal information. Dealing with process crashes is far from being trivial, many problems are known to be impossible in pure asynchronous systems. Assuming Byzantine processes complicates the problem even further.

Finally, managing malicious behaviors is not only one of the hottest topics in today’s distributed computing, but it is also a stringent requirement for all user-centric applications, and thus one of the constituting pillars of GOSSPLE. The complexity of human behavior introduces new nuances to failure models applicable to social distributed systems. Users may not be completely byzantine, but they may, for example, act rationally in an attempt to maximize their benefit with the minimal amount of work. This opens new opportunities for models and protocols that can be more efficiently applied in the context of real system.
2.5. Highlights of the year

1. **Best paper award** ICDCS 2010: Champel Mary-Luc; Huguenin Kévin; Kermarrec Anne-Marie; Le Scouarne Nicolas. LT Network Codes. In 30th International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS) [44].

2. **Best student paper award** DISC 2010: Bonnet François; Raynal Michel. Anonymous Asynchronous Systems: the Case of Failure Detectors. In Symposium on Distributed Computing (DISC’09) [73]

3. **Distinguished paper** EUROPAR 2010: Imbs Damian; Raynal Michel. The x-Wait-freedom Progress Condition. In European Parallel Computing Conference (EUROPAR’10) [53]


5. **Talk at the British Royal Society** by Anne-Marie Kermarrec “Web science: a new Frontieer” for the 350 anniversary of the BRS.

6. **Nomination** of Michel Raynal at the Institut Universitaire de France

3. Scientific Foundations

3.1. Introduction

Research activities within the ASAP Project-Team encompass several areas in the context of large-scale dynamic systems: models and abstraction, user-centric distributed architectures, and high-bandwidth data dissemination. We provide a brief presentation of some of the scientific foundations associated with them.

3.2. Models and abstractions of large-scale dynamic systems

Finding models for distributed computations prone to asynchrony and failures has received a lot of attention. A lot of research in that domain focuses on what can be computed in such models, and, when a problem can be solved, what are its best solutions in terms of relevant cost criteria. An important part of that research is focused on distributed computability: what can be computed when failure detectors are combined with conditions on process input values for example. Another part is devoted to model equivalence. What can be computed with a given class of failure detectors? Which synchronization primitives is a given failure class equivalent to?). Those are among the main topics addressed in the leading distributed computing community. A second fundamental issue related to distributed models, is the definition of appropriate models suited to dynamic systems. Up to now, the researchers in that area consider that nodes can enter and leave the system, but do not provide a simple characterization, based on properties of computation instead of description of possible behaviors [107], [98], [99]. This shows that finding dynamics distributed computing models is today a "Holy Grail", whose discovery would allow a better understanding of the essential nature of dynamics systems.

3.3. Peer-to-peer overlay networks

As mentioned before, the past decade has been dominated by a major shift in scalability requirements of distributed systems and applications mainly due to the exponential growth of the Internet. A standard distributed system today is related to thousand or even millions of computing entities scattered all over the world and dealing with a huge amount of data. In this context, the peer-to-peer communication paradigm imposed itself as the prevalent model to cope with the requirements of large scale distributed systems. Peer-to-peer systems rely on a symmetric communication model where peers are potentially both client and servers. They are fully decentralized, thus avoiding the bottleneck imposed by the presence of servers in traditional systems. They are highly resilient to peers arrivals and departures. Finally, individual peer behavior is based on a local knowledge of the system and yet the system converges toward global properties.
A peer-to-peer overlay network logically connect peers on top of IP. Two main classes of such overlays dominate, structured and unstructured. The differences relate to the choice of the neighbors in the overlay, and the presence of an underlying naming structure. Overlay networks represent the main approach to build large-scale distributed systems that we retained. An overlay network forms a logical structure connecting participating entities on top of the physical network, be it IP or a wireless network. Such an overlay might form a structured overlay network [108], [109], [110] following a specific topology or an unstructured network [103], [111] where participating entities are connected in a random or pseudo-random fashion. In between, lie weakly structured peer-to-peer overlays where nodes are linked depending on a proximity measure providing more flexibility than structured overlays and better performance than fully unstructured ones. Proximity-aware overlays connect participating entities so that they are connected to close neighbors according to a given proximity metric reflecting some degree of affinity (computation, interest, etc.) between peers. We extensively use this approach to provide algorithmic foundations of large-scale dynamic systems.

3.4. Epidemic protocols

Epidemic algorithms, also called gossip-based algorithms [101], [100], are consistently used in our research. In the context of distributed systems, epidemic protocols are mainly used to create overlay networks and to ensure a reliable information dissemination in a large-scale distributed system. The principle underlying the technique, in analogy with the spread of a rumor among humans via gossiping, is that participating entities continuously exchange information about the system in order to spread it gradually and reliably. Epidemic algorithms have proved efficient to build and maintain large-scale distributed systems in the context of many applications such as broadcasting [100], monitoring, resource management, search, and more generally in building unstructured peer-to-peer networks.

3.5. Malicious process behaviors

When assuming that processes fail by simply crashing, bounds on resiliency (maximum number of processes that may crash), number of exchanged messages, number of communication steps, etc. either in synchronous and augmented asynchronous systems (recall that in purely asynchronous systems some problems are impossible to solve) are known. If processes can exhibit malicious behaviors, these bounds are seldom the same. Sometimes, it is even necessary to change the specification of the problem. For example, the consensus problem does not make sense if some processes can exhibit a Byzantine behavior and thus propose arbitrary value. The validity property of the consensus is changed to "if all correct processes propose the same value then only this value can be decided" instead of "a decided value is a proposed value". Moreover, the resilience bound of less than half of faulty processes is at least lowered to "less then a third of Byzantine processes". These are some of the aspects we propose to study in the context of the classical model of distributed systems, in peer-to-peer systems and in sensor networks.

4. Application Domains

4.1. Panorama

The results of the research targeted in ASAP span over a wide range of application areas ranging from Internet-based applications, Grid computing, and wireless autonomic networked systems. Most applications are nowadays distributed and we believe that many new potential applications are yet to be discovered.

To tackle our challenging goals, we focus on a few sets of applications, which we believe are representative of large-scale distributed applications. More specifically, the constraints imposed by those applications are representative of those we deal with in ASAP.
4.2. User-centric decentralized web

The Web 2.0 has radically changed the way people interact with the Internet turning it from a read-only infrastructure to a collaborative read-write platform with active players. Users can now classify Web content based on their interests, and share it with their friends or even unknown users. The content is no longer generated only by experts but pretty much by everyone. Web 2.0 applications, such as LastFM, Flickr, Delicious, Twitter, or Digg, contain a goldmine of information. Yet, matching a specific query in such a mine might rapidly turn out to be like looking for a needle in a haystack. Content is continually changing and is not indexed with a controlled vocabulary, e.g., ontology. Rather, millions of users can choose arbitrary keywords to tag billions of items, forming a complex folksonomy (folk + taxonomy).

The freedom left to the users to express their interests underlies the success of Web 2.0 but is also an impediment to navigation. Within GOSSPLE, we have been proposing novel mechanisms to tackle these challenges. Rather than relying on centralized architecture as most Web 2.0 applications are doing, we focus achieving high levels of scalability and privacy through decentralization. This means obtaining effective ways to manage and exploit personalized information in the presence of limited resources such as computing power and bandwidth.

To maximize and at the same time evaluate the impact of our research, we are operating directly on a number of applications. As an example we have been working on personalized search, collaborative storage systems, resource discovery and large-scale personalized content distribution and indexing. This is evident in our production comprising both scientific results and software.

4.3. Streaming

One key application in the context of the Internet of the future is the dissemination of high-bandwidth content. Be it video or audio, multimedia content is constantly being streamed to millions of devices around the world. This introduces significant technical challenges for researchers and application designers. The significant need for bandwidth that characterizes these applications calls for decentralized protocols that can optimize the resource utilization. Such protocols should be able to operate in highly heterogeneous environments by adapting the quality of the streamed content and their dissemination mechanisms according to available resources.

Our research in this context focuses on the application of epidemic protocols to the problem of content dissemination. This covers aspects that include the design of scalable and adaptable dissemination protocols, their integration with network coding techniques, and the ability to operate in the presence of malicious users by identifying and punishing freeriding behaviors.

5. Software

5.1. GossipLib: library for effective development of gossip-based applications

Participants: Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

Contact: Davide Frey
Licence: Open Source
Presentation: Library for Gossip protocols
Status: released version 0.7alpha

GossipLib is a library consisting of a set of JAVA classes aimed to facilitate the development of gossip-based application in a large-scale setting. It provides developers with a set of support classes that constitute a solid starting point for building any gossip-based application. GossipLib is designed to facilitate code reuse and testing of distributed application and as thus also provides the implementation of a number of standard gossip protocols that may be used out of the box or extended to build more complex protocols and applications. These include for example the peer-sampling protocols for overlay management.
GossipLib also provides facility for the configuration and deployment of applications as final-product but also as research prototype in environments like PlanetLab, clusters, network emulators, and even as event-based simulation. The code developed with GossipLib can be run both as a real application and in simulation simply by changing one line in a configuration file.

5.2. YALPS

Participants: Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.
Contact: Davide Frey
Licence: Open Source
Presentation: Library for Gossip protocols
Status: released version 0.3alpha

YALPS is an open-source Java library designed to facilitate the development, deployment, and testing of distributed applications. Applications written using YALPS can be run both in simulation and in real-world mode without changing a line of code or even recompiling the sources. A simple change in a configuration file will load the application in the proper environment. A number of feature make YALPS useful both for the design and evaluation of research prototypes and for the development of applications to be released to the public. Specifically, YALPS makes it possible to run the same application as a simulation or in a real deployment without a single change in the code. Applications communicate by means of application-defined messages which are then routed either through UDP/TCP or through YALPS’s simulation infrastructure. In both cases, YALPS’s communication layer offers features for testing and evaluating distributed protocols and applications. Communication channels can be tuned to incorporate message losses or to constrain their outgoing bandwidth.

The work has been done in collaboration with Maxime Monod (EPFL).

5.3. HEAP: Heterogeneity-aware gossip protocol.

Participants: Davide Frey, Arnaud Jegou, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.
Contact: Davide Frey
Licence: Open Source
Presentation: Java Application
Status: release & ongoing development

This work has been done in collaboration with Vivien Quéma (CNRS Grenoble), Maxime Monod and Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL), and has lead to the development of a video streaming platform based on HEAP, Heterogeneity-Aware gossip Protocol. The platform is particularly suited for environment characterized by heterogeneous bandwidth capabilities such as those comprising ADSL edge nodes. HEAP is, in fact, able to dynamically leverage the most capable nodes and increase their contribution to the protocol, while decreasing by the same proportion that of less capable nodes. During the last few months, we have integrated HEAP with the ability to dynamically measure the available bandwidth of nodes, thereby making it independent of the input of the user.

5.4. WhatsUp: A Distributed News Recommender

Participants: Antoine Boutet, Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.
Contact: Antoine Boutet
Licence: Open Source
Presentation: A Distributed News Recommender
Status: Beta version
WhatsUp is a distributed recommendation system aimed to distribute instant news in a large scale dynamic system. WhatsUp has two parts, an embedded application server in order to exchange with others peers in the system and a fully dynamic web interface for displaying news and collecting opinions about what the user reads. Underlying this web-based application lies Beep, a biased epidemic dissemination protocol that delivers news to interested users in a fast manner while limiting spam. Beep is parameterized on the fly to manage the orientation and the amplification of news dissemination. Every user forwards the news of interest to a randomly selected set of users with a preference towards those that have similar interests (orientation). The notion of interest does not rely on any explicit social network or subscription scheme, but rather on an implicit and dynamic overlay capturing the commonalities between users with respect to they are interested in. The size of the set of users to which a news is forwarded depends on the interest of the news (amplification).

5.5. AskBuddies

Participants: Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Guang Tan.
Contact: Davide Frey
Licence: Open Source
Presentation: Web Application
Status: Deployed

AskBuddies is a Web-based personalized Q&A service developed on the opensocial platform. Serving as a third-party application embedded in current online social services such as Orkut, MySpace, etc, it allows a question asker to find appropriate answerers from the network of her direct or indirect acquaintances. We have implemented AskBuddies as a web application and have deployed it on Orkut to start collecting user data.

6. New Results

6.1. Panorama

Our research activities range from theoretical bounds to practical protocols and implementations for large-scale distributed dynamic systems. The target applications range from Internet-based applications to wireless autonomic networks. We focus our research on two main areas: resource management and dissemination. We believe that such services are basic building blocks of many distributed applications. We also examine these services in two networking contexts: Internet and wireless sensors. These two classes of applications, although exhibiting very different behaviors and constraints, clearly require scalable solutions.

To achieve this ambitious goal, we tackle the issues both along the theoretical and practical sides of scalable distributed computing and ASAP is organized along the following themes:

1. Models and abstractions: dealing with dynamics;
2. User-centric web, the main project in this area is the GOSSPLE project.
3. Streaming

6.2. Models and abstractions: dealing with dynamics

6.2.1. Signature-Free Broadcast-Based Intrusion Tolerance

Participants: Achour Mostefaoui, Michel Raynal.

Providing application processes with strong agreement guarantees despite failures is a fundamental problem of fault-tolerant distributed computing. Correct processes must not to be “polluted” by the erroneous behavior of faulty processes. This paper considers the consensus agreement problem in a setting where some processes can behave arbitrarily (Byzantine behavior). In such a context it is possible that Byzantine processes collude to direct the correct processes to decide on a “bad” value (a value proposed only by faulty processes).
We proposed in [61] several contributions. We present a family of consensus algorithms in which no bad value is ever decided by correct processes. These processes always decide a value they have proposed (and this is always the case when they all propose the same value) or a default value \( \perp \). These algorithms are called intrusion-free consensus algorithms. To that end, each consensus algorithm is based on an appropriate underlying broadcast algorithm. One of these abstractions, called validated broadcast is new and allows the design of a resilience-optimal consensus algorithm (i.e., it copes with up to \( t < n/3 \) faulty processes where \( n \) is the total number of processes). All proposed consensus algorithms assume the underlying system is enriched with additional computational power provided by a binary Byzantine consensus algorithm. We present also a resilience-optimal randomized binary consensus algorithm based on the validated broadcast abstraction. An important feature of all these algorithms lies in the fact that they are signature-free (and hence particularly efficient).

### 6.2.2. Time-Free Authenticated Byzantine Consensus

**Participant:** Achour Mostefaoui.

The work [62], done in collaboration with Hamouma Moumen from University of Béjaïa, proposes a simple protocol that solves the authenticated Byzantine Consensus problem in asynchronous distributed systems. To circumvent the FLP impossibility result in a deterministic way, synchrony assumptions should be added. In the context of Byzantine failures for systems where at most \( t \) processes may exhibit a Byzantine behavior and where not all the system is assumed eventually synchronous, Moumen et al. provide the main result. They assume at least one correct process, called 2t-bisource, connected with \( 2t \) privileged neighbors with eventually timely outgoing and incoming links. We show that a deterministic solution for the authenticated byzantine consensus problem is possible if the system model satisfies an additional assumption that does not rely on physical time but on the pattern of messages that are exchanged. The basic message exchange between processes is the query-response mechanism. To solve the Consensus problem, we assume a correct process \( p \), called \( \diamondsuit 2t \)-winning process, and a set \( Q \) of \( 2t \) processes such that, eventually, for each query issued by \( p \), any process \( q \) of \( Q \) receives a response from \( p \) among the \((n - 2t)\) first responses to that query. The processes in the set \( Q \) can exhibit a Byzantine behavior and this set may change over time. Whereas many time-free solutions have been designed for the consensus problem in the crash model, this is, to our knowledge, the first time-free deterministic solution to the Byzantine consensus problem.

### 6.2.3. A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Byzantine Consensus

**Participants:** Olivier Baldellon, Achour Mostefaoui, Michel Raynal.

Solving the consensus problem requires in one way or another that the underlying system satisfies synchrony assumptions. Considering a system of \( n \) processes where up to \( t < n/3 \) may commit Byzantine failures. We have investigated the synchrony assumptions that are required to solve consensus and presented a corresponding necessary and sufficient condition in [28].

Such a condition is formulated with the notions of a symmetric synchrony property and property ambiguity. A symmetric synchrony property is a set of graphs, where each graph corresponds to a set of bi-directional eventually synchronous links among correct processes. Intuitively, a property is ambiguous if it contains a graph whose connected components are such that it is impossible to distinguish a connected component that contains correct processes only from a connected component that contains faulty processes only. We have then connected the notion of a symmetric synchrony property with the notion of eventual bi-source, and shown that the existence of a virtual \( \diamondsuit [t + 1] \) bi-source is a necessary and sufficient condition to solve consensus in presence of up to \( t \) Byzantine processes in systems with bi-directional links and message authentication. Finding necessary and sufficient synchrony conditions when links are timely in one direction only, or when processes cannot sign messages, still remains open (and very challenging) problems.

### 6.2.4. Anonymous Asynchronous Systems: the Case of Failure Detectors

**Participants:** François Bonnet, Michel Raynal.
Trivially, agreement problems such as consensus, that cannot be solved in non-anonymous asynchronous systems prone to process failures, cannot be solved either if the system is anonymous. This work investigated failure detectors that allow processes to circumvent this impossibility. It has several contributions. It first presents four failure detectors (denoted \( AP, \overline{AP}, A\Omega \) and \( A\Sigma \)) and show that they are the “identity-free” counterparts of the two perfect failure detectors, eventual leader failure detectors and quorum failure detectors, respectively. \( A\Sigma \) is new and showing that \( A\Sigma \) and \( \Sigma \) have the same computability power in a non-anonymous system is not trivial. We also showed that the notion of failure detector reduction is related to the computation model. We proved correct a uniform anonymous consensus algorithm based on the failure detector pair \( (A\Omega, A\Sigma) \) (“uniform” means that not only processes have no identity, but no process is aware of the total number of processes). This new algorithm is not a “straightforward extension” of an algorithm designed for non-anonymous systems. To benefit from \( A\Sigma \), it uses a novel message exchange pattern where each phase of every round is made up of sub-rounds in which appropriate control information is exchanged. Finally, we examined the notions of failure detector hierarchy, weakest failure detector for anonymous consensus, and the implementation of identity-free failure detectors in anonymous systems. The results of this work were published at DISC 2010 [35].

6.2.5. The multiplicative power of consensus numbers

Participants: Damien Imbs, Michel Raynal.

The Borowsky-Gafni (BG) simulation algorithm is a powerful reduction algorithm that shows that \( t \)-resilience of decision tasks can be fully characterized in terms of wait-freedom. Said in another way, the BG simulation shows that the crucial parameter is not the number \( n \) of processes but the upper bound \( t \) on the number of processes that are allowed to crash. The BG algorithm considers colorless decision tasks in the base read/write shared memory model. (Colorless means that if, a process decides a value, any other process is allowed to decide the very same value.)

This work considers system models made up of \( n \) processes prone to up to \( t \) crashes, and where the processes communicate by accessing read/write atomic registers (as assumed by the BG) and (differently from the BG) objects with consensus number \( x \), accessible by at most \( x \) processes (with \( x \leq t < n \)). Let \( ASM(n, t, x) \) denote such a system model. While the BG simulation has shown that the models \( ASM(n, t, 1) \) and \( ASM(t + 1, t, 1) \) are equivalent, this paper focuses the pair \( (t, x) \) of parameters of a system model. Its main result is the following: the system models \( ASM(n_1, t_1, x_1) \) and \( ASM(n_2, t_2, x_2) \) have the same computational power for colorless decision tasks if and only if \( \left\lfloor \frac{n_1}{t_1} \right\rfloor = \left\lfloor \frac{n_2}{t_2} \right\rfloor \). As can be seen, this contribution complements and extends the BG simulation. It shows that consensus numbers have a multiplicative power with respect to failures, namely the system models \( ASM(n, t', x) \) and \( ASM(n, t, 1) \) are equivalent for colorless decision tasks iff \( (t \times x) \leq t' \leq (t \times x) + (x - 1) \). This work has been published in PODC 2010 [52].

6.2.6. Asymmetric progress conditions

Participants: Damien Imbs, Michel Raynal.

Wait-freedom and obstruction-freedom have received a lot of attention in the literature. These are symmetric progress conditions in the sense that they consider all processes as being “equal”. Wait-freedom has allowed to rank the synchronization power of objects in presence of process failures, while obstruction-freedom (that is a much weaker progress condition) allows for simpler and more efficient object implementations.

This work introduces the notion of asymmetric progress conditions. Given an object \( O \) in a read/write system of \( n \) processes, such a condition assumes that \( O \) can be accessed by a subset of \( y \leq n \) processes only (i.e., \( O \) has \( y \) ports), and requires that \( O \) guarantees wait-freedom for \( x \) processes and obstruction-freedom for the remaining \( y - x \) processes. The paper investigates the power of such a progress condition, called \( (y, x) \)-liveness \((n, n)\)-liveness is wait-freedom while \((n, 0)\)-liveness is obstruction-freedom). Our main contributions are the following. (1) An impossibility result showing that \((n, 1)\)-liveness cannot be obtained from \((n - 1, n - 1)\)-live objects (i.e., from any number of wait-free objects with \( n - 1 \) ports). (2) An \((n, x)\)-liveness hierarchy for \( 0 \leq x \leq n \). (3) An impossibility result showing that there is no consensus algorithm that
is obstruction-free with respect to all processes and fault-free with respect to one process only even if one can use underlying \((n - 1, n - 1)\)-live consensus objects (fault-freedom means here that at least one process has to always terminate when there are no crashes). (4) An algorithm based on \((x, x)\)-live objects that constructs a consensus object with an asymmetric group-based progress condition. This work has been published in PODC 2010 [54].

6.2.7. **Software transactional memories**

**Participants:** Tyler Crain, Damien Imbs, Michel Raynal.

The aim of a Software Transactional Memory (STM) is to discharge the programmers from the management of synchronization in multiprocess programs that access concurrent objects. To that end, a STM system provides the programmer with the concept of a transaction. The job of the programmer is to design each process the application is made up of as a sequence of transactions. A transaction is a piece of code that accesses concurrent objects, but contains no explicit synchronization statement. It is the job of the underlying STM system to provide the illusion that each transaction appears as being executed atomically. Of course, for efficiency, a STM system has to allow transactions to execute concurrently. Consequently, due to the underlying STM concurrency management, a transaction commits or aborts.

This work studies the relation between two STM properties (read invisibility and permissiveness) and two consistency conditions for STM systems, namely, opacity and virtual world consistency. Both conditions ensure that any transaction (be it a committed or an aborted transaction) reads values from a consistent global state, a noteworthy property if one wants to prevents abnormal behavior from concurrent transactions that behave correctly when executed alone. A read operation issued by a transaction is invisible if it does not entail shared memory modifications. This is an important property that favors efficiency and privacy. An STM system is permissive with respect to a consistency condition if it accepts every history that satisfies the condition. This is a crucial property as a permissive STM system never aborts a transaction “for free”. We show that read invisibility, permissiveness and opacity are incompatible, which means that there is no permissive STM system that implements opacity while ensuring read invisibility. We also show that invisibility, permissiveness and opacity are compatible. To that end we describe a new STM protocol called IR_VWC_P. This protocol presents additional noteworthy features: it uses only base read/write objects and locks which are used only at commit time; it satisfies the disjoint access parallelism property; and, in favorable circumstances, the cost of a read operation is \(O(1)\).

6.3. **GOSSPLE : A radically new approach to navigating the digital information universe**

GOSSPLE is the topic of the ERC Starting Grant led by Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

While the Internet has fully moved into homes, creating tremendous opportunities to exploit the huge amount of resources at the edge of the network, the Web has changed dramatically over the past years. There has been an exponential growth of user-generated content (Flickr, Youtube, Delicious, ...) and a spectacular development of social networks (Twitter, FaceBook, etc.). This represents a fantastic potential in leveraging such kinds of information about the users: their circles of friends, their interests, their activities, the content they generate. This also reveals striking evidence that navigating the Internet goes beyond traditional search engines. New and powerful tools that could empower individuals in ways that the Internet search will never be able to do are required.

The objective of GOSSPLE is to provide an innovative and fully decentralized approach to navigating the digital information universe by placing users affinities and preferences at the heart of the navigation process. Building on the peer to peer communication paradigm and harnessing the power of gossip-based algorithms, GOSSPLE aims at personalizing Web navigation, by means of a fully decentralized solution, for the sake of scalability and privacy.

6.3.1. **The Gossple anonymous social network**

**Participants:** Marin Bertier, Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Vincent Leroy.
This work [32] was carried out in collaboration with Prof. Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL). GOSSPLE exploits the social dimension of the Internet to get “related” users indirectly connected and refine each other’s filtering procedures through implicit preferences. The network is organized around such preferences and affinities between users. Such a network of affinities is at the heart of GOSSPLE. The GOSSPLE anonymous network provides each user with a personalized view of the network through a thrifty decentralized protocol that automatically infer personalized connections in Internet-scale systems. GOSSPLE nodes continuously gossip digests of their corresponding interest profiles and locally compute a personalized view of the network which is then leveraged to improve their Web navigation. The view covers multiple interests without any explicit support (such as explicit social links or ontology) and without violating anonymity: the association between users and profiles is hidden.

Basically, every GOSSPLE node has a proxy, chosen randomly, gossiping its profile digest on its behalf; the node transmits its profile to its proxy in an encrypted manner through an intermediary, which cannot decrypt the profile. To reduce bandwidth consumption, the gossip exchange procedure is thrifty: nodes do not exchange profiles but only Bloom filters of those until time reveals that the two nodes might indeed benefit from the exchange. To limit the number of profiles maintained by each node, while encompassing the various interests of the user associated with the node, we introduce a new set cosine similarity, as a generalization of the classical cosine similarity metric and an effective heuristic to compute it. The work was presented at the Middleware conference in November 2010.

6.3.2. Gossip-based top-k processing in Gossple
Participants: Xiao Bai, Marin Bertier, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Vincent Leroy.

This work [27] has been done in collaboration with Prof. Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL). A fine grained personalization to process top-k queries requires to maintain inverted lists on a user basis, relying on the information held by users that share interests. This is almost impossible to achieve in a centralized approach as the storage required is prohibitively large and the maintenance of millions of users’ inverted lists would overwhelm a central server. Alternatively, each user may be in charge of storing her entire personal inverted lists. This requires each user to store the information stored by all related users. This number potentially grows linearly with the number of users and would be also ultimately be prohibitively large.

Instead, we propose the first fully decentralized personalized top-k algorithm. The inverted lists are not pre-computed, but computed on the fly based on information collected in a fully decentralized manner in the network. Each user identifies its personal network by gossiping user profiles and measuring similarity between users. Yet, each user stores a very small number of full profiles (say 20) along with the ID of the users of her personal network. Each top-k query is then gossiped in the network, harvesting at each hop the relevant information. Partial results are remotely computed and sent back to the requester who sees her request refined by the minute. While the network is maintained at a low frequency to avoid overloading the network, top-k queries speeds up that frequency, refreshing the part of the network involved in the query and generating a wave of updates in the personalization process. Results obtained on a 10,000 Delicious trace show that with each node storing 20 profiles, top-k queries are satisfied in less than 10 cycles.

6.3.3. On-the-fly personalized top-k processing
Participants: Xiao Bai, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

This work has been done in collaboration with Prof. Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL). The rapidly increasing amount of user-generated content in collaborative tagging systems provides a huge source of information. Yet, performing effective search in these systems is very challenging, especially when we seek the most appropriate items that match a potentially ambiguous query. Personalization is appealing in this context as it limits the search for the items within a small network of participants with similar preferences. Off-line personalization, which consists in maintaining, for every user, a network of similar participants based on their tagging behaviors, is effective for queries that are close to the seeker’s tagging profile but performs poorly when the queries, depicting emerging interests, have little correlation with the seeker’s profile.
We present the first algorithms, DT^2 (Do Top-k Twice) and DT^2P^2 (Peer-to-Peer Do Top-k Twice), which perform the personalization on-line in centralized and peer-to-peer systems respectively. Both algorithms rely on the hybrid interest of the seeker, taking into account both her profile and her current query, to determine the network of similar participants for processing her query. In DT^2, at query time, we first execute a top-k processing on users to associate such a network to the seeker, then we process the query within this network to find the k most relevant items. In DT^2P^2, such a network, as well as the top-k results within this network, are gradually refined with the partial knowledge of the users in the system. We evaluate DT^2 and DT^2P^2 on CiteULike and Delicious traces involving up to 50,000 users and highlight the advantages of on-line personalization. The experimental results also convey the scalability of DT^2 and DT^2P^2 in terms of storage and processing time.

6.3.4. Decentralized recommender systems

Participants: Afshin Moin, Vincent Leroy, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Christopher Thraves-Caro.

The need for efficient decentralized recommender systems has been appreciated for some time, both for the intrinsic advantages of decentralization and the necessity of integrating recommender systems into P2P applications. On the other hand, the accuracy of recommender systems is often hurt by data sparsity. In this work we first focused on comparing different decentralized user-based and item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms with each other. Then we proposed a new user-based random walk approach customized for decentralized systems, specifically designed to handle sparse data. We showed how the application of random walks to decentralized environments is different from the centralized version. We examine the performance of our random walk approach in different settings by varying the sparsity, the similarity measure and the neighborhood size. In addition, we introduce the popularizing disadvantage of the significance weighting term traditionally used to increase the precision of similarity measures, and elaborate how it can affect the performance of the random walk algorithm. Simulations on MovieLens 10,000,000 ratings dataset demonstrate that over a wide range of sparsity, our algorithm outperforms other decentralized CF schemes. Moreover, our results show decentralized user-based approaches perform better than their item-based counterparts in P2P recommender applications. The results of this work were published at Opodis 2010 [55].

6.3.5. Converging Quickly to Independent Uniform Random Topologies

Participants: Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Vincent Leroy, Christopher Thraves-Caro.

The peer sampling service is a core building block for gossip protocols in peer-to-peer networks. Ideally, a peer sampling service continuously provides each peer with a sample of peers picked uniformly at random in the network. While empirical studies have shown that uniformity was achieved, analysis proposed so far assume strong restrictions on the topology of the overlay network it continuously generates. In this work, we analyze a Generic Random Peer Sampling Service (GRPS) that satisfies the desirable properties for any peer sampling service—small views, uniform sample, load balancing, and independence—and relieve strong degree connections in the nodes assumed in previous works. The main result we prove is: starting from any simple (without loops and parallel edges) directed graph with out-degree equal to c for all nodes, and recursively applying GRPS, eventually results in a random simple directed graph with out-degree equal to c for all nodes. We test empirically convergence time and independence time for GRPS. Finally, We use this empirical evaluation to show that GRPS performs better than previously presented peer sampling services. This work has been accepted for publication at PDP 2011.

6.3.6. Peer-to-peer polling without cryptography

Participants: Kévin Huguenin, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

This work has been done in collaboration with Rachid Guerraoui, Andrei Giurgiu, and Maxime Monod (EPFL, Switzerland). The emergence of social networks provides a framework for polling a community easily by the mean of peer-to-peer techniques. Polling is not as critical as voting as the accuracy on the tally is less important. Yet, it must provide similar properties to electronic voting, such as voter privacy, fairness, and probabilistic accuracy. The core idea of the work is to build a decentralized protocol without cryptography ensuring this properties with high probability by the mean of peer-to-peer deterrent power: every action in the protocol may
be subject to verification by peers. Ensuring that any malicious action is detected with probability one or at least close to one, we increase the accuracy of the tally by limiting the proportion of peers misbehaving. Privacy is ensured probabilistically by using peers as proxies for emitting ballots making vote recovery impossible for reasonable proportion of malicious nodes. We developed an extension to operate with aggregation functions, which was published at SSS 2010 [48].

6.3.7. Social-aware navigable peer-to-peer storage systems

Participants: Kévin Huguenin, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Konstantinos Kloudas.

In this work we are addressing the problem of scalability and navigability in distributed storage systems for socially-interconnected content. The main focus of our research is to see how the "social" aspect of the content in these sites, can be leveraged to build scalable, distributed storage systems with properties that enable the easy navigation of users through the content graph.

The main idea behind the proposed architecture is that by letting the content graph guide the replica placement strategy, one can obtain a scalable storage infrastructure that translates content proximity in the graph into storage proximity in the overlay. The latter, combined with the fact that users usually navigate through the content graph by picking the next content fetched among the neighbors of the current one, is very important as it enables efficient content localization. In our system, each item is stored along with a subset of its related items on the same node and we make sure that nodes storing related items are close in the overlay topology.

The above architecture is evaluated through extensive trace-driven simulations using data from the largest and most popular on-line video-sharing website, i.e., Youtube, where the social interconnections between contents are captured by the so-called "related video" feature.

6.3.8. Availability-aware storage systems

Participants: Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Alexandre Van Kempen.

In this work [97] - done in collaboration with Erwan Le Merrer from Technicolor, Rennes, France - we focused on leveraging hosts availability patterns in order to increase distributed storage system performances. We show that by using the availability history of hosts, the performances of two important faces of distributed storage can be significantly improved namely (i) replica placement is achieved based on complementary nodes with respect to nodes availability, improving the overall data availability, and (ii) repairs can be scheduled according to node availability, so as to decrease the number of repairs while achieving comparable availability; this is achieved by an adaptive per-node timeout, instead of relying on a system-level timeout. We propose practical heuristics for those two issues. We evaluate our approach through extensive simulations based on real and well-known availability traces. Results clearly show the benefits of our approach with regards to the critical tradeoff between availability, load-balancing and bandwidth consumption.

6.3.9. Distributed social graph embedding

Participants: Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Vincent Leroy.

In collaboration with Gilles Trdan, Deutsch telecom, we proposed SoCS (SOCIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS), a fully distributed algorithm that embeds any social graph in an Euclidean space. Inspired by recent works on non-isomorphic embeddings, the SoCS embedding preserves the community structure of the original graph, while relying on gossip protocols which provide a scalable and churn-resilient behavior. Nodes thus get assigned coordinates that reflect their social position. We illustrate the use of these social coordinates through two applications, namely link prediction and long link detection. Link prediction consists in predicting new links in a social graph. Thus, SoCS can be used to predict new friends in a P2P social network. Long link detection was formalized by Kleinberg in 2006 and refers to the problem of identifying long links in a small-world graph. SoCS provides a novel approach to solve both problems in distributed systems, where they only received little attention.

Experiments on various real and synthetic data sets have showed that SoCS provide accurate and cheap answers to these both problems. SoCS even outperforms state of the art centralized link prediction algorithms.
6.3.10. Private similarity computation in distributed systems: from cryptography to differential privacy

Participants: Mohammad Nabil Al-Aggan, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

In collaboration with Sébastien Gambs (ADEPT), we address the problem of computing the similarity between two users (according to their profiles) while preserving their privacy in a fully decentralized system and for the passive adversary model. First, we introduce a novel two-party protocol for privately computing a threshold version of the similarity and apply it to well-known similarity measures such as the scalar product and the cosine similarity. The output of this protocol is only one bit of information telling whether or not two users are similar beyond a predetermined threshold.

Afterwards, we explore the computation of the exact and threshold similarity within the context of differential privacy. Differential privacy is a recent notion developed within the field of private data analysis guaranteeing that an adversary that observes the output of the differentially private mechanism, will only gain a negligible advantage (up to a privacy parameter) from the presence (or absence) of a particular item in the profile of a user. This provides a strong privacy guarantee that holds independently of the auxiliary knowledge that the adversary might have. More specifically, we design several differentially private variants of the exact and threshold protocols that rely on the addition of random noise tailored to the sensitivity of the considered similarity measure. We also analyze their complexity as well as their impact on the utility of the resulting similarity measure. Finally, we provide experimental results validating the effectiveness of the proposed approach on real workloads.

6.3.11. AskBuddy: Search over social networks

Participants: Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Guang Tan.

AskBuddies is a Web-based personalized Q&A service developed on the opensocial platform. Serving as a third-party application embedded in current online social services such as Orkut, MySpace, etc, it allows a question asker to find appropriate answerers from the network of her direct or indirect acquaintances.

AskBuddies considers personalization along two dimensions: content and social distance. The former is of the traditional type, reflecting users’ interest match, while the latter is a new type. The social distance based personalization is intended to capture the following observation: that given constrained human effort (in terms of energy, time, etc) devoted to the service, and for equally interesting questions, an answerer tends to offer help first to askers that come close to her in social relations. We propose decentralized methods to calculate this social distance, in its simplest form measured by link hop count. The 2D personalization is embodied by a ranking algorithm that provides, for each user, a local list of questions in order of her servicing preference, resembling the ranking effort by a standard web search engine, except with an additional sociological consideration.

We have deployed this service on Orkut and started collecting user data. We hope our practice will shed light on the understanding and design of a broader range of networked systems where human instead of machines act as servers, and where sociological behaviors play a role in resource/load distribution.

6.3.12. Cold start link prediction in social network

Participant: Vincent Leroy.

This work [59] has been done in collaboration with B. Barla Cambazoglu and F. Bonchi from Yahoo Research, Spain. In the traditional link prediction problem, a snapshot of a social network is used as a starting point to predict, by means of graph-theoretic measures, the links that are likely to appear in the future. In this paper, we introduce Cold Start Link Prediction as the problem of predicting the structure of a social network when the network itself is totally missing while some other information regarding the nodes is available. We propose a two-phase method based on the Bootstrap Probabilistic Graph. The first phase generates an implicit social network under the form of a probabilistic graph. The second phase applies probabilistic graph-based measures to produce the final prediction. We assess our method empirically over a large data collection obtained from Flickr, using interest groups as the initial information. The experiments confirm the effectiveness of our approach.
6.3.13. **WhatsUp: P2P news recommender**  
**Participants:** Antoine Boutet, Davide Frey, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

WhatsUp is a recommendation system aimed to distribute instant news in a large scale dynamic system with no central bottleneck, single point of failure or censorship authority. Users express their opinions about the news they see by pushing a button (like-dislike) or simply ignoring them. The users expect to subsequently receive more interesting news, following a collaborative filtering scheme, based on what news have interested users with similar taste without explicitly subscribe to topics of interest. Underlying WhatsUp are two distributed protocols. The first, Wup, dynamically clusters active users with similar tastes using a multi-interest cosine similarity metric accounting for emerging interests. The second, Beep, is used to disseminate news from a user to a randomly selected set of users with a bias towards those with similar interests. The size of that set itself depends on the interest expressed by the user about the news it read. WhatsUp has been implemented and extensively tested using traces involving thousands users from system Digg. We report on its efficiency to deliver relevant news to interested users while limiting spam. This work has been carried out in collaboration with Rachid Guerraoui from EPFL and was demonstrated at P2P 2010 [41].

6.4. Streaming and dynamic systems

6.4.1. **Heterogeneous gossip**  
**Participants:** Davide Frey, Arnaud Jegou, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

This work has been done in collaboration with Vivien Quéma (CNRS Grenoble), Maxime Monod and Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL). Gossip-based information dissemination protocols are considered easy to deploy, scalable and resilient to network dynamics. Load-balancing is inherent in these protocols as the dissemination work is evenly spread among all nodes. Yet, large-scale distributed systems are usually heterogeneous with respect to network capabilities such as bandwidth. In practice, a blind load-balancing strategy might significantly hamper the performance of the gossip dissemination.

These observations have led to the development of HEAP, HEterogeneity-Aware gossip Protocol, where nodes dynamically adapt their contribution to the gossip dissemination according to their bandwidth capabilities. Using a continuous, itself gossip-based, approximation of relative bandwidth capabilities, HEAP dynamically leverages the most capable nodes by increasing their fanout, while decreasing by the same proportion those of less capable nodes. HEAP preserves the simplicity and proactive (churn adaptation) nature of gossip, while significantly improving its effectiveness. We extensively evaluated HEAP in the context of a video streaming application on a 270 PlanetLab node testbed. Our results show that HEAP significantly improves the perceived quality of the streaming over standard gossip protocols, especially when the stream rate is close to the average available bandwidth. During the last year, we have integrated HEAP with novel retransmission and FEC encoding mechanisms [47] as well as introduced the ability to measure bandwidth variations dynamically.

6.4.2. **LIFTING**  
**Participants:** Kévin Huguenin, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

This work has been done in collaboration with Maxime Monod and Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL). LiFTinG is the first protocol to detect freeriders, including colluding ones, in gossip-based content dissemination systems with asymmetric data exchanges. LiFTinG relies on nodes tracking abnormal behaviors by cross-checking the history of their previous interactions, and exploits the fact that nodes pick neighbors at random to prevent colluding nodes from covering each other up. We present extensive analytical evaluations of LiFTinG, backed up by simulations and PlanetLab experiments. In a 300-node system, where a stream of 674 kbps is broadcast, LiFTinG incurs a maximum overhead of only 8%. With 10% of freeriders decreasing their contribution by 30%, LiFTinG detects 86% of the freeriders after only 30 seconds and wrongfully expels only a few honest nodes. This work was published at Middleware 2010 [49].

6.4.3. **Codes in Distributed Systems**  
**Participants:** Kévin Huguenin, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Nicolas Le Scouarnec.
This project has been carried out in collaboration with Mary-Luc Champel (Technicolor) and Gilles Straub (Technicolor). Coding has been widely applied in distributed systems for it provides improvement in dissemination performance and storage resilience. We explore ways to make such codes more appealing by reducing side costs that may limit their uses in distributed systems.

In the context of dissemination, where network codes have been shown to provide optimal throughput, their current forms suffer from a high decoding complexity. This is an issue when applied to systems composed of nodes with low processing capabilities. We propose a novel network coding approach based on LT codes [106], initially introduced in the context of erasure coding. Our coding scheme, called LTNC [44], fully benefits from the low complexity of belief propagation decoding. Yet, such decoding schemes are extremely sensitive to statistical properties of the code. Maintaining such properties in a fully decentralized way with only a subset of encoded data is challenging. This is precisely what the recoding algorithms of LTNC achieve. We evaluate LTNC against random linear network codes in an epidemic content-dissemination application. Results show that LTNC slightly increases communication overhead (20%) and convergence time (30%) but greatly reduces the decoding complexity (99%) when compared to random linear network codes. This work received the best paper award at ICDCS 2010 [44].

In the context of storage, the use of erasure correcting codes greatly increases the repair cost (i.e., the amount of data that must be downloaded to reconstruct the redundancy lost during a crash). It has been shown that the use of network codes-based techniques allows reducing the repair cost [102]. Yet, the existing works are limited to single failures and static systems. We extend these works by defining Coordinated Regenerating Codes and Adaptive Regenerating Codes [85] that allow optimal repairs in presence of multiple failures and that allow the system to self-adapt to the condition so as to always perform repairs optimally. We show that the repair method we propose is optimal and permanently outperforms existing methods.

6.4.4. Incentive-compatible peer-to-peer Video-on-Demand

Participants: Kévin Huguenin, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

This work has been done in collaboration with Maarten Van Steen and Vivek Rai (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) in the context of the EPINET associate team. Video-on-demand (VoD) is increasingly attractive Internet application allowing a client to begins to play a movie stored on a server almost instantaneously. The missing pieces of the video are downloaded in a sequential order while playing the downloaded pieces. Peer-to-peer swarming has proved to be a very efficient paradigm for file distribution even with a very low proportion of seeds provided that all the peers actually contribute to the system by uploading pieces to others. This problem is critical in VoD applications since peers must achieve their deadlines, and thus rely on the other peers, to provide a smooth playback to the user. The incentives used by BitTorrent, referred as Tit for tat for not usable in VoD downloads due to the sequential nature of VoD downloads and since any two peers may not have mutual interest. Our work consist in building an efficient Incentive-compatible peer-to-peer Video-on-Demand system by imposing a loose structure on the peer sets : grouping nodes whose positions in the video are close in groups and build a linked list of groups to ensure feeding groups by more advanced ones in exchange of most advanced pieces injected in less advanced groups. Using an appropriate pieces seeding/feeding strategy the full swarm comes down to several very efficient independent swarms fed by each others, the seed being appealed only by the most advanced group. The structured VoD swarming protocol outperforms existing protocols based on random graphs in terms of throughput, goodput (i.e., playback rate) and memory usage (by keeping a limited memory of past pieces instead of storing the entire video). This work was published in the proceedings of NOSDAV 2010 [50].

6.4.5. Localization and efficient routing in large scale sensor networks

Participants: Guang Tan, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

We studied the localization problem for large-scale sensor network in a very general setting: no means for physical distance measurement, no anchor nodes with known positions, 2D/3D, no knowledge of network boundaries, possible holes in the network [66]. The outcome is a scheme named CATL that is able to assign each node a set of (relative) coordinates which jointly form a network layout resembling the original. This will
help nodes recognize their relative positions to each other which benefits many sensor network applications. We also investigated efficient geographic routing in sensor networks by a systematically study of the conditions of greedy forwarding and how to decompose networks to facilitate routing [57]. Theoretical properties of the the problem are explored and efficient algorithms are designed and validated with simulation.

6.4.6. Deterministic Recurrent Communication and Synchronization in Restricted Sensor Networks

Participant: Christopher Thraves-Caro.

This work has been done in collaboration with Antonio Fernández Anta (Institute IMDEA Networks, Madrid) and Miguel A. Mosteiro (Department of Computer Science Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey).

Monitoring physical phenomena in Sensor Networks requires guaranteeing permanent communication between nodes. Moreover, in an effective implementation of such infrastructure, the delay between any two consecutive communications should be minimized. The problem is challenging because, in a restricted Sensor Network, the communication is carried out through a single and shared radio channel without collision detection. Dealing with collisions is crucial to ensure effective communication between nodes. Additionally, minimizing them yields energy consumption minimization, given that sensing and computational costs in terms of energy are negligible with respect to radio communication. In this work, the authors present a deterministic recurrent-communication protocol for Sensor Networks. After an initial negotiation phase of the access pattern to the channel, each node running this protocol reaches a steady state, which is asymptotically optimal in terms of energy and time efficiency. As a by-product, a protocol for the synchronization of a Sensor Network is also proposed. Furthermore, the protocols are resilient to an arbitrary node power-up schedule and a general node failure model. This work was published at ALGOSENSOR 2010.

6.4.7. Online Task Allocation in Client-Server Large Scale Heterogeneous Platforms

Participant: Christopher Thraves-Caro.

This work has been done in collaboration with Olivier Beaumont, Lionel Eyraud-Dubois and Hejer Rejeb from INRIA Bordeaux – Sud-Ouest, University of Bordeaux, LaBRI.

In this research, the authors consider the problem of the online allocation of a very large number of identical tasks on a master-slave platform. Initially, several masters hold or generate tasks that are transferred and processed by slave nodes. The goal is to maximize the overall throughput achieved using this platform, i.e., the (fractional) number of tasks that can be processed within one time unit. The authors model the communications using the so-called bounded degree multi-port model, in which several communications can be handled by a master node simultaneously, provided that bandwidths limitation are not exceeded and that a given server is not involved in more simultaneous communications than its maximal degree. Under this model, it has been proved that maximizing the throughput (MTBD problem) is NP-Complete in the strong sense but that a small additive resource augmentation (of 1) on the servers degrees is enough to find in polynomial time a solution that achieves at least the optimal throughput. In this research, the authors consider the reasonable setting where the set of slave processors is not known in advance but rather join and leave the system at any time, i.e., the online version of MTBD. The authors prove that no fully online algorithm (where only one change is allowed for each event) can achieve a constant approximation ratio, whatever the resource augmentation on servers degrees. Then, The authors prove that it is possible to maintain the optimal solution at the cost of at most four changes per server each time a new node joins or leaves the system. At last, the authors propose several other greedy heuristics to solve the online problem and compare the performance (in terms of throughput) and the cost (in terms of disconnections and reconnections) of proposed algorithms through a set of extensive simulation results. Results from this work were published at PDP 2010 [29].

6.4.8. Statistically Anonymous Sources in Wireless Sensor Networks

Participants: Silvija Kokalj-Filipovic, Fabrice Le Fessant.
In this work, we proposed a scheme for generating fake network traffic in order to disguise the real source in the presence of a global eavesdropper which is especially relevant for large WSNs with single data collector, and for delay-intolerant monitoring applications. The scheme provides statistical source anonymity in an efficient way. Under the dummy-traffic framework of the source anonymity protection, we also propose a metric for its goodness that includes the work of the adversary in terms of the number of samples required for statistical hypothesis tests, used to discover the source location with given probability. By including the adversary’s work, we aim to better model a global eavesdropper, and to present the quality of the location protection strategy as relative to the adversary’s strength. In addition, the goodness metric includes the statistically guaranteed anonymity level, the work spent to generate the fake traffic, and the latency guarantees by the proposed algorithm. This is a work in progress with the goal to formalize the source anonymity as an optimization problem that can offer different solutions for different efficiency criteria.

### 6.4.9. Building secured links in sensor networks

**Participants:** Marin Bertier, Achour Mostefaoui.

This work [34], done in collaboration with Gilles Trédan from TU Berlin, deals with malicious behaviors in the context of sensor networks. Such a behavior can be due to an adversary that has some sensors under control or more generally to a problem of the sensor itself. Effectively, as sensors are small devices that are industrially built, many of them may be defective. Moreover, it is known that when a sensor is running out of energy, it can enter a state where it behaves abnormally. Malicious behaviors in sensor networks are less hard to handle as the power of the adversary is lower. Indeed a sensor has a limited energy. The more it is active the less it will survive and thus even its computation power is bounded. In the case of a sensor network with static sensors, we try to build secured links between sensors. The objective is to avoid the case of an adversary that collects the whole information exchanged among the sensors.

### 7. Contracts and Grants with Industry

#### 7.1. Technicolor

**Participants:** Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Nicolas Le Scouarnec, Alexandre Van Kempen.

Since November 2007, we have collaborated with Technicolor R&D France to study coding for resource optimization, as well as storage in large-scale distributed systems. In this context, Anne-Marie Kermarrec was the PhD adviser of Nicolas Le Scouarnec since November 2007 and of Alexandre van Kempen since 2010.

#### 7.2. National grants

##### 7.2.1. ANR VERSO project Shaman

**Participants:** Marin Bertier, Achour Mostefaoui, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Michel Raynal, Christopher Thraves-Caro.

The Shaman project started in 2009, gathering several members of the team working on distributed systems and distributed algorithms. The aim of this project is to propose new theoretical models for distributed algorithm inspired from real platform characteristics. From these models, we elaborate new algorithms and try to evaluate their theoretical power.

##### 7.2.2. ANR ARPÈGE project Streams

**Participants:** Achour Mostefaoui, Marin Bertier, Michel Raynal.

The Streams project started in November 2010. Beside the ASAP group, it includes teams from INRIA Nancy and PARIS. Its aim it to design a real-time collaborative platform based on a peer-to-peer network. For this it is necessary to design a support architecture that offers guarantees on the propagation, security and consistency of the operations and the updates proposed by the different collaborating sites.
7.2.3. **Rnrt Project SensLab**  
**Participants:** Marin Bertier, Nicolas Destor, Antoine Boutet, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

SensLab is an RNRT project started in 2008 focusing on the deployment of a very large-scale open wireless sensor network platform to be used as an efficient scientific tool for designing, tuning, and experimenting real sensor-based applications. A SensLAB platform composed of 1024 nodes is deployed among 4 sites. This infrastructure represents the unique scientific tool for the research on wireless sensor networks.

7.2.4. **ADT Project SensTools**  
**Participants:** Marin Bertier, Antoine Boutet, Anne-Marie Kermarrec.

SensTools is an ADT project supported by INRIA. SensTools provides a set of hardware and software tools for the WSN430 platform used within the Senslab project. Some basic drivers and several OSes are provided (FreeRTOS, TinyOS, Contiki).

8. Other Grants and Activities

8.1. International grants

8.1.1. **GOSSPLE ERC Starting Grant**  
**Participants:** Mohammad Nabil Al-Aggan, Xiao Bai, Marin Bertier, Antoine Boutet, Davide Frey, Arnaud Jegou, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Konstantinos Kloudas, Vincent Leroy, Afshin Moin, Guang Tan.

Anne-Marie Kermarrec is the principal investigator of the GOSSPLE ERC starting Grant (Sept. 2008 - Sept. 2013). GOSSPLE aims at providing a radically new approach to navigating the digital information universe. This project has been granted a 1.250.000 euros budget for 5 years.

GOSSPLE aims at radically changing the navigation on the Internet by placing users affinities and preferences at the heart of the search process. Complementing traditional search engines, GOSSPLE will turn search requests into live data to seek the information where it ultimately is: at the user. GOSSPLE precisely aims at providing a fully decentralized system, auto-organizing, able to discover, capture and leverage the affinities between users and data.

8.1.2. **Transform Marie Curie Initial Training Network**  
**Participants:** Tyler Crain, Anne-Marie Kermarrec, Achour Mostefaoui, Michel Raynal.

Transform is a Marie Curie Initial Training Networks European project devoted to the Theoretical Foundations of Transactional Memory (Grant agreement no.: 238639 Date of approval of Annex I by Commission: May 26, 2009). It involves the following universities: Foundation for Research and Technology Hellas ICS FORTH Greece, University of Rennes 1 UR1 France, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne EPFL Switzerland, Technische Universitaet Berlin TUB Germany, and Israel Institute of Technology Technion.

Major chip manufacturers have shifted their focus from trying to speed up individual processors into putting several processors on the same chip. They are now talking about potentially doubling efficiency on a 2x core, quadrupling on a 4x core and so forth. Yet multi-core is useless without concurrent programming. The constructors are now calling for a new software revolution: the concurrency revolution. This might look at first glance surprising for concurrency is almost as old as computing and tons of concurrent programming models and languages were invented. In fact, what the revolution is about is way more than concurrency alone: it is about concurrency for the masses. The current parallel programming approach of employing locks is widely considered to be too difficult for any but a few experts. Therefore, a new paradigm of concurrent programming is needed to take advantage of the new regime of multicore computers. Transactional Memory (TM) is a new programming paradigm which is considered by most researchers as the future of parallel programming. Not surprisingly, a lot of work is being devoted to the implementation of TM systems, in hardware or solely in software. What might be surprising is the little effort devoted so far to devising a sound theoretical framework
to reason about the TM abstraction. To understand properly TM systems, as well as be able to assess them and improve them, a rigorous theoretical study of the approach, its challenges and its benefits is badly needed. This is the challenging research goal undertaken by this MC-ITN. Our goal through this project is to gather leading researchers in the field of concurrent computing over Europe, and combine our efforts in order to define what might become the modern theory of concurrent computing. We aim at training a set of Early Stage Researchers (ESRs) in this direction and hope that, in turn, these ESRs will help Europe become a leader in concurrent computing. Its keywords are Transactional Memory, Parallelization Mechanisms, Parallel Programming Abstractions, Theory, Algorithms, Technological Sciences

8.1.3. Demdyn: INRIA/CNPq Collaboration

Participants: Achour Mostefaoui, Marin Bertier, Michel Raynal.

The aim of this project is to exploit dependable aspects of dynamic distributed systems such as VANETs, WiMax, Airborn Networks, DoD Global Information Grid, P2P, etc. Applications that run on these kind of networks have a common point: they are extremely dynamic both in terms of the nodes that take part of them and available resources at a given time. Such dynamics results in instability and uncertainty of the environment which provide great challenges for the implementation of dependable mechanisms that ensure the correct work of the system.

This requires applications to be adaptive, for instance, to less network bandwidth or degraded Quality-of-Service (QoS). Ideally, in these highly dynamic scenarios, adaptiveness characteristics of applications should be self-managing or autonomic. Therefore, being able to detect the occurrence of partitions and automatically adapting the applications for such scenarios is an important dependable requirement for such new dynamic environments.

8.2. Visits (2010)


9. Dissemination

9.1. Animation of the scientific community

9.1.1. Leaderships and community service

A.-M. Kermarrec is a nominated member of the ACM Software System Award Committee since October 2009.

9.1.2. Editorial boards, steering and program committees

M. Bertier served in the program committees of the following conferences:


DEBS 2010 The 4th ACM International Conference on Distributed Event-Based Systems, July 2010, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Algotel 2010 12mes Rencontres Francophones sur les Aspects Algorithmiques de Tlcommunications, Mai 2010 Belle Dune - Cote d’Opale, France
A. Boutet served in the program committee of TridentCom 2010.

D. Frey served in the program committees for the following conferences:


Davide Frey and A.-M. Kermarrec organized the Workshop on Social Networks and Distributed Systems (SNDS 2010), colocated with PODC 2010, Zurich Switzerland, July 2010.

A.-M. Kermarrec also organized the first GOSSPLE workshop on Social Networks.

A.-M. Kermarrec served in the steering committee of the Eurosys Social Network Systems (SNS), and is a member of the steering committee of the Winter School Hot topics in distributed computing.

A.-M. Kermarrec served in the program committees for the following conferences:


Eurosys SNS: ACM Workshop on Social Network Systems, Salzburg, Austria, April 2011.


EDBT 2011 (Demo): International Conference on Extending Database Technology (Demo track), Uppsala, Sweden, March 2011

A. Mostefaoui served in the program committees for the following conferences:


M. Raynal was conference chair of the 11th International Conference on Distributed Computing and Networking (ICDCN’10), January 2010.

He was workshop co-Chair of the 29th IEEE International conference on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS’10), June 2010.

He served in the program committees for the following conferences.

- 12th IEEE International Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC’10), Melbourne, September 2010.
- 3rd International Workshop on Reliability, Availability, and Security (WRAS’10), in conjunction with PODC, July 2010 Zurich, Switzerland.
- 24th International Symposium on Distributed Computing (DISC’10), MIT, Boston, September 2010.
He served also in the editorial board of the following journals:
- **JPDC** Journal of Distributed and Parallel Computing (since 2005)
- **IEEE TPDS** IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (since 2006)
- **FCDS** Foundations of Computing and Decision Sciences (since 1995)
- **IJC SSE** International Journal of Computer Systems Science and Engineering (since 1998)

He served also in the steering committees of the following conferences:
- **ICDCS** “International Colloquium on Structural Information and Communication Complexity”
- **ICDCN** “International Conference on Distributed Computing and Networking”

### 9.2. Administrative responsibilities

**C. Bouton** is an elected member of the “comité de centre”.

**A.-M. Kermarrec** is an elected member of the INRIA Evaluation Committee since September 2005.

She was head of the 2010 INRIA Selection Committees for Junior Researcher permanent positions (CR2) (INRIA Lille)

She has been a member of the “bureau du CP” since November 2009.

She took part in a public debate "regards croisés, les champs libres: Internet et Democratie", December 2010.

**Antoine Boutet** has been a member of the “Commission de formation” of INRIA Rennes since 2010.

**Fabrice Le Fessant** is a member of the Project Committee for Free Software of the Pôle de Compétitivité System@tic, Paris.

### 9.3. Academic teaching

There is a strong teaching activity in the ASAP project team as three of the permanent members are Professor or Assistant Professor.

**M. Bertier** is responsible of the 5th year of the Engineer school INSA Rennes and responsible of a Master’s course entitled “Operating System” (INSAS)

**A.-M. Kermarrec** and **M. Raynal** are each responsible of a Master’s courses (University of Rennes 1 and ENS Cachan, Brittany extension) entitled respectively “peer-to-peer systems and applications (PAP)” and “Foundations of Distributed Systems”. The teaching in the PAP module is shared with Gabriel Antoniu from the KERDATA project-team.

**A.-M. Kermarrec** gave a 10 hour lecture at University of Madrid on gossip protocols in March 2009.

**F. Le Fessant** is a half-time associate professor at Ecole Polytechnique.

**A. Mostefaoui** ensures part of one of the three basic courses of the Master in Computer Science. He is responsible of a Master’s course (University of Bougie, Algeria) entitled “Distributed Algorithms and Systems”.

In addition, **A. Boutet** and **N. Le Scouarnec** are teaching respectively at University of Rennes 1 and INSA, while **F. Bonnet**, **K. Huguenin**, **V. Leroy**, and **D. Imbs** were Teaching Assistants (moniteurs) (INSAS, University of Rennes 1, ENS Cachan).

### 9.4. Conferences, seminars, and invitations

#### 9.4.1. Invited Talks

**A.-M. Kermarrec** was a keynote speaker at P2P 2010.
A.-M. Kermarrec was an invited speaker at the Royal Society in September 2010 (celebrating 350 years), in the “Web science: A new frontier” seminar.

A.-M. Kermarrec and M. Raynal were invited speakers at the Collège de France in 2010.

D. Frey was an invited speaker at the Summer School, Masses de donnés distribués, Les Houches (France), May 2010.

9.4.2. Seminars

A.-M. Kermarrec was invited to a debate on “Internet and democracy” at Les champs librés Rennes, December 2010.

A.-M. Kermarrec was invited to give a talk at the University of Neuchatel, Switzerland, December 2010.

A.-M. Kermarrec was invited to give a talk at LINA (University of Nantes) in June 2010.

Marin Bertier was invited to give a talk at "Journée PucesCom", Rennes, September 2010.


Vincent Leroy was invited to give a talk at Yahoo! New York, USA, in July 2010.

Vincent Leroy and Kévin Huguenin gave invited talks at Yahoo! India, in December 2010.

Kévin Huguenin gave an invited talk at McGill University, Montreal, Canada, in September 2010.

M. Raynal was invited to give a talk at Singapore University (March 2010).

M. Raynal was invited to give a talk at La Sapienza (Roma) May 2010.

M. Raynal was invited to give a talk at UNAM (MX), August 2010.

M. Raynal was invited to give a talk at the Polytechnic University of Hong-Kong (March 2010).

9.4.3. Visits

X. Bai spent three months (June-Sept 2010) at Yahoo! Research, Barcelona, Spain.
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